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Available in Span
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GRADE 3
GRADE K

GRADE 2

GRADE 1

GRADE 5

INSPIRE CONFIDENCE
AND COLLABORATION
Create opportunities for student
success. Provide a supportive
and nurturing environment that
empowers students to become
independent learners.

FOCUS ON BALANCE
AND FLEXIBILITY

GRADE 4

Develop predictable routines
for teaching and learning.
Minilessons, small groups, and
collaboration lead to a gradual
release of responsibility.

NURTURE
EVERY LEARNER
Spend more time coaching,
differentiating, and promoting
positive attitudes toward reading
and writing.

PearsonSchool.com/myViewLiteracy
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An Instructional Model
That Fits Your Classroom
Explore how myView Literacy supports Reading and Writing Workshops with rigorous instruction
developed to address the standards.
Five, six-week, multi-genre units focus on a Spotlight Genre, Essential Question, and Theme.

Reading Workshop

Reading-Writing Bridge

Foundational Skills

Writing Workshop

Small Group

Project-Based Inquiry/Assessment

READING WORKSHOP
 Small Group
Areas of Focus:
• Guided Reading with Leveled Readers
• Strategy Groups
• Intervention
• ELL Targeted Support
• Conferring
• Fluency
• Book Club
• Independent Reading

READING
WORKSHOP
• Genre Focus
Lessons
• Multi-genre
Lessons

READINGWRITING
BRIDGE

WRITING
WORKSH

• Introduce

• Develop S

• Develop C

• Writer's C

• Publish, C
and Asses

• Digital Games

PROJECT-BASED INQUIRY
Areas of Focus:
• Comparing Within and Across Texts
• Inquiry Research
• Peer Collaboration and Discussion
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Culminating Unit Activity:

PROJECT-BASED INQUIRY

e and Immerse

Structure

Craft

Craft

Celebrate,
ss

- Ernest Morrell, Ph.D.

READING WORKSHOP

READING WORKSHOP

 Whole Group Minilessons

 Grades K-2
Foundational Skills

Areas of Focus:
• Foundational Skills
• Weekly Question, Theme, and Genre
• Shared Reading
• Close Reading
• Compare Texts
• Respond to Text-based Questions

READING-WRITING BRIDGE

Areas of Focus:

INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

G
HOP

When we connect what children learn from stories to the
learning they already have, we enhance their literacy potential.

• Phonological Awareness
• Phonics
• High-frequency Words
• Decodable Text

READING WORKSHOP
 Grades 3-5
Word Work
Areas of Focus:

Reading-Writing Bridge skills are
integrated at point of use in the
Reading and Writing Workshop.

• Syllable Patterns

Areas of Focus:

• High-frequency Words

• Prefixes and Suffixes
• Greek and Latin Roots

• Read Like a Writer/Write for a Reader
• Language and Conventions
• Spelling
• Handwriting
• Academic Vocabulary

WRITING WORKSHOP
 Minilessons
Areas of Focus:
• Writing Minilessons
• Independent Writing
• Conferring
• Write to Sources
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F Is for Flexible
Foundational
Skills
myView Literacy provides step-by-step
explicit instruction and includes formative
assessments to help you make instructional
decisions for small group time.

Foundational Skills Kit (Grades K-2) includes:

• Decodable Readers
• Letter Tiles
• Sound Spelling Cards (Grades 1-2)
• Picture Word Cards
• High-frequency Word Cards
• Alphabet Cards
To learn more, see the Foundational Skills Overview Brochure

KINDERGARTEN
ACCELERATION

Students blend
words by the third
week of school and
learn all sounds
by unit 3!

Step 2
Step 1
Phonological awareness lessons
include segmenting, blending,
and changing of phonemes.

Grade K
Optional Letter
Recognition Unit
Ensure all students are
ready to start learning
their letter sounds.
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Phonics lessons have
a three-part, explicit
process—Focus,
Model and Practice,
and Apply.

You need to assess word reading in
context. What kids can do in isolation
may be different from what they can
do in reading and writing.
- Pat Cunningham, Ph.D.

Step 3
Quick Checks help identify
students that “get it” or
need more help and guide
the assignment of options
to apply the skills.

Every student has a copy
of a decodable story
for every skill to use for
independent practice
and to take home.

READING WORKSHOP - FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS

e.

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS

Initial Consonant Blends
TURNandTALK

Decode these words with

a partner.
flat

sled

trip

stop

clip

drip
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MY TURN Say the picture name.
Write the blend to finish the word.
Read each word.

crab
ep

ag
um
15
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Practice is provided in the
Student Interactive with
additional practice online.

Digital games provide an additional
option to reinforce and practice skills.
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Develop Academic Word Knowledge
with Generative Vocabulary
Direct from literacy expert Freddy Hiebert, the leading researcher in the Generative Vocabulary
methodology, instruction focuses on connections between words of similar meanings or
the same morphology.

In Generative Vocabulary, words are taught as
networks of ideas rather than as single, unrelated
words. Studying words in conceptual groupings
enables students to learn more words while reading.
- Elfrieda “Freddy” Hiebert, Ph.D.

1

Introduce Academic Vocabulary
at the beginning of the unit.

Selection Vocabulary is front-loaded
unlock the text and reinforced after re
Meet the Author

Feathers: Not Just
for Flying

VOCABULARY

Develop Vocabulary

In informational text, authors use words tha

Preview Vocabulary
Melissa Stewart
has written more
than 150 science
books for kids. She
has always been
interested in the
natural world and
goes exploring
across the globe to
learn more for the
books she writes.
She has visited Costa
Rica, East Africa, and
even the Galápagos
Islands!

words help the reader understand more ab

As you read Feathers, pay attention to these

My TURN

vocabulary words. Notice how they provide specific
information about the topic and how they help you

how each word relates to the topic.

understand the text.

WORD BA

prey
system

Review the topic in the center c

organizer by writing a word from the word

bristle

brittle
bristle

brittle

c

contour

Read
This word relates to

Before you begin reading your assigned text, establish

the topic because

a purpose. As you read, follow these strategies and
think about how each paragraph or section of an

Notice

Generate Questions

what the text is about
and what ideas it
contains.

about the topic of the
text and answer them
with text details.

Connect

First
Read

information from the
text to ideas from
other texts you
have read.

Respond
by marking facts or
text features that you
like or find useful.

© Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

informational text relates to the topic.

Topic: feat

and how th

are classifi

brittle
This word relates
to the topic because

a brittle feather
is a type of
feather.
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d to help students
eading.

3
Apply the list
of words
generated
within the
research
Project-Based
Inquiry.

at are specific to the topic. These

bout the topic.

circle. Then complete the graphic
bank in each circle and explaining

ANK

contour

VOCABULARY

2

Through instruction and practice, students
generate more words connected to the unit
Academic Vocabulary. Words are generated
by meaning, word parts, and context clues
throughout the week.

system

This word relates to
the topic because

hey

ied

This word relates
to the topic because

© Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Whole Group
Minilessons for
Comprehension and
Close Reading

The Workshop, quite simply,
is a container of time into
which we put the instructional
practices we believe are
essential and matter for
successful literacy teaching
and learning. Planning around
a predictable structure is
important for students.

myView Literacy offers rigorous minilessons to teach a close reading
routine that includes reading, rereading, answering questions, and
citing text evidence. Teacher-led options offer flexibility and support.

- Judy Wallis, Ed.D.

Collection of Minilessons to Teach the Standards
Minilessons
Follow this instructional routine:

1

Focus on Strategies

DAILY

2

Model and Practice

EXPLICIT AND SYSTEMATIC
FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS INSTRUCTION

3

Apply

FIVE MINILESSONS PER TEXT

MINILESSON 1 FOCUS
Weekly Question, Theme, and Genre

1

MINILESSON 2 FOCUS
Shared Reading

2

MINILESSONS 3 AND 4 FOCUS
3

Close Reading 1 and Close Reading 2

MINILESSON 5 FOCUS
Compare Complex Texts Across Genres
Through Talk About It or Write About It

8

Students practice and
apply the minilesson in
the Student Interactive.
Teach elements of
the genre and make
learning visual.

READING WORKSHOP

Anchor Charts
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Easy and Flexible
Weekly Planning Options
Get the support you need, when you need it, for planning your Reading and
Writing Workshop. myView Literacy offers flexible ways to plan your lessons.
Customize your own plan with minilessons, small group options, and flexible
teaching resources.

Weekly Hyperlinked Planner
Identify flexible options to free up instructional time. Match resources
to district curriculum guides. Lessons are easy to plan and teach.

Customize your
lessons, create
new content, or
upload your
own resources

Our exclusive Realize™ platform is your online
destination for digital resources.
• Flexible class management tools and online assessments
• Student and class performance data available instantly
• Customize program content or upload other content
into your lessons
• Assignable auto-graded activities save you time and
provide students immediate feedback
• eText accessibility offline
10

Google Integra
Add myView Li
submit assignme

Add 1000s of C
Search OpenEd
assign them wit

Time-saving So
Provides district
automated clas
General Manag

Suggested Weekly Plan

ation
iteracy content to Google Classroom™ or
ents from Google Drive™ to Realize.

Current Resources
for vetted instructional resources and
th one click.

olution
ts with single sign-on support and
ss rostering. Contact your Account
ger for details.

WEEKLY PLAN

Follow the carefully prepared lesson-by-lesson plan. Know how much time to spend on
each portion of the workshop. Identify flexible options to free up instructional time.

Professional
Learning Videos
myView Literacy gives you
a better view of teaching.
Get insights on research
and practices from
myView Literacy authors.
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Take Your Small Groups
from GOOD to GREAT!
Small Group Guide
Professional tips and
articles written by:
• Frank Serafini
• Jim Cummins
• Sharon Vaughn
• Pat Cunningham
• Judy Wallis
• Ernest Morrell

The Small Group Guide is organized by:
Read more research
from the authors
about small groups.
Prepare for small
group instruction.
Get more details and
run small groups.

Social Emotional Learning
Opportunities for independent and collaborative work
empower social and emotional learning (SEL) and
develop speaking and listening skills.
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Differentiating instruction
is a highly effective way
to both better engage
students in the content
and to target their
individual needs.
- Lee Wright, Ed.D.

Fill in strategy gaps with minilessons.

Use the Intervention
Activity with striving
readers.

Support
English
language
learners’
language
proficiency.

Individualize
instruction
during a
conference.

READING WORKSHOP - SMALL GROUP

Support
in the
Teacher’s
Edition

Develop
independent,
self-sustained
readers.

Match text
to students’
instructional
levels.
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Match Students to Texts with
Leveled Readers
myView Literacy features leveled readers written to Guided Reading levels.
Leveled readers are connected to the unit themes and genres.

FG: Dima, the vole with a gimpy front paw,
standing on top of a pile of rubble and ruins,
holding his hammered nail (sword). There can
be a radioactive sign sticking out at an angle
somewhere.
BG: ground view of Chernobyl site.
https://nucleaire11.files.wordpress.
com/2011/11/chernobly.jpg

Michael F. Stewart
Ilustrado por Sahle Robinson

LVR_SP_G5_LW_U1_9781486913787.indd 1

2017-12-01 3:40 PM

Adrienne Shadd
Ilustrado por Adam Linley

LVR_SP_G4_LP_U4_9781486913114.indd 1

Complete Online
Access to the Leveled
Reader Library
• Includes audio and
word-by-word highlighting

Prompts for leveled readers
match whole group minilesson
instructional focus.
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Kirsten Donaghey y
Lina Mockus
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Elements and Structure for Every Reader

El

zorro astuto

Rotimi Ogunjobi
Ilustrado por Chad Lewis
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Online Leveled
Reader Support
• ELL Access Videos
build background.
• Interactive Graphic
Organizers make
reading and
thinking active.

Reading Spot App
Access thousands of
additional leveled readers
and texts on the
Reading Spot App! Teachers
can search for titles by:
• Lexile® level
• Guided Reading level
• Student interests and genre
• Language
• Grade level

Leveled Reader
Teacher’s Guide

Small Group
Guide

Use leveled reader
lesson plans to support:
• Guided Reading
groups
• Model and teach skills
and strategies
• Possible Teaching
Points for
differentiation
with DOK levels of
complexity

• Detailed
information on the
complete Leveled
Reader Library
• Additional support
for incorporating
guided reading in
small group time
• Progressmonitoring tools

READING WORKSHOP - SMALL GROUP

Titles and
audio in
English and
Spanish
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Extend Support to
English Language Learners
myView Literacy provides embedded ELL support
and dual language resources.

ELL Targeted Support Embedded at
Point of Use in the Teacher’s Edition
ELL strategies support English language
acquisition during whole group minilessons or
in your strategy groups.

Within a year or two, kids are reasonably
fluent in conversational contexts, but that
doesn’t mean that they have caught up in
academic English.
- Jim Cummins, Ph.D.

Ongoing ELL
targeted support
for vocabulary
includes:
• Cognates
• ELL Targeted support
• ELL Language Transfer

16

This all-in-one online resource supports
scaffolded instruction during Reading
and Writing Workshop.
• Scaffolded Lessons for reading and
writing
• Routines and Activities
• Language Learning Resources

Sentence Frames before, during,
and after reading provide the
language structures students need to
incorporate academic language into
their speech and writing.

Contrastive Analysis Charts help to easily
identify common errors made between a
student’s native language and English.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS

Language Awareness
Handbook (Online)

DURING READING

During Reading
• I’m not sure what the word _____________ means.
• I don’t understand _____________.
• As I look at the picture, I wonder _____________.

Asking Questions
• What do you mean when you say_____________?
• Do you think that _____________?
• Why did the author say _____________?
• Why do you think that _____________?

Making Prediction
• I predict that_____________.
• I think that _____________ will happen next because _____________.
• If _____________, then _____________.
• I do not think that _____________ will happen because _____________.

Making Connections
• This reminds me of when _____________.
• I experienced something similar when _____________.
• The character I most identify with is _____________ because _____________.
• This text is similar to_____________ because _____________.
• This is like_____________, but different because _____________.

Visualizing
• I can imagine _____________.
• In my mind, I can see _____________.
• When I close my eyes, I can see _____________.
• If this were a movie, then _____________.

17

Students Become Better Writers
by Writing Regularly
In myView Literacy, students write every day. With flexible minilessons, conferring support, and helpful
evaluation tools, students will develop the skills to become independent writers.

Writing Workshops weekly focus:
WEEK 1

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

WEEK 4

MINILESSON
FOCUS:

MINILESSON
FOCUS:

MINILESSON
FOCUS:

MINILESSON
FOCUS:

Immerse and
Introduce

Develop Elements

Develop Structure

Writer’s Craft

Writing Workshop Minilesson Bank
Supports standards-driven writing skill development and student progress
toward independent writing. Thirty-five minilessons for every unit!

18

- Alfred Tatum, Ph.D.

WEEK 5

MINILESSON
FOCUS:
Publish, Celebrate,
and Assess

Integrate Reading and
Writing Instruction

WRITING WORKSHOP

Reading and writing is not just about kids’ literacy
development; it’s about their lives. Kids need to be
exposed to a wide variety of texts. We need to break
down those barriers to engagement. This mindset
helps us focus on why students are disengaged and
what factors contribute to that.

Read Like a Writer
The Writing Workshop starts with a simple, daily
plan. The writing instruction itself is rigorous,
built for the standards, and designed to increase
stamina and independence.

Write for a Reader
Each Unit follows:
• Immersion—Read Like a Writer
• Developing Craft, Elements, and Structure

Steps to Writing
Independently
Take the fear out of writing!
Scaffolding boosts students’
confidence and skills while
building a solid writing
foundation:
• Modeled Writing
• Shared Writing
• Guided Writing
• Independent Writing

Each
minilesson
has options to
use for Modeled,
Shared, or
Guided
Writing

19

A Wealth of Writing Support to Develop
and Assess Independent Writers
Conferring
If/then prompts and rubrics help you
with your one-on-one writing conferences.

Writing Rubric
Students write to sources and cite
text evidence in their writing.

4-Point Informational Writing Rubric
Score

Focus

Organization

Development

Language and
Vocabulary

Conventions

Informational text
is clearly focused
around a topic
developed with
relevant details
throughout.

Informational text has
a well-developed,
logical structure and
clear transitions.

Informational text
includes thorough

Informational text uses
precise, relevant, and
accurate domain-specific
language.

Informational text
has correct grammar,
usage, spelling,
capitalization, and
punctuation.

Informational text
is mostly focused
and developed
throughout.

Informational text
has a mostly logical
structure, but may
lack transitions.

Informational text
includes adequate use
of supporting details.
Some details may be
weak or unrelated.

Informational text uses
mostly relevant language,
including adequate
domain-specific
language.

Informational text
ext has
ha
a few conventions
tions
errors but is clear
and coherent.

Informational text is
somewhat developed
but may occasionally
lose focus.

Informational
text’s structure is
somewhat unclear
and inconsistent, and
transitions may be

Informational
text includes few
supporting details, or
supporting details are
irrelevant or inaccurate.

Language in
informational text may
be overly general or
sometimes inaccurate.

Informational text
ext
has some errors
ors in
usage, grammar,
ar,
spelling, and/orr
punctuation that
may
at ma
ay

1

Informational text
may be confusing,
unfocused, or too
short.

Informational text has
little or no apparent
structure.

Informational text
includes few or no
relevant, accurate
supporting details.

Language in
informational text is
vague, unclear, or
confusing.

Informational text
ext
is hard to follow
w
because of frequent
equentt
errors.

0

Informational text gets no credit if it does not demonstrate adequate command of informational text writing traits.

4

3

2
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supporting details and
relevant text features.

WRITING ASSESSMENT

WRITTEN COMPOSITION: Informational Travel Article

Writing Assessment
Assess student writing where
they will apply the writing skills
from the unit with a new prompt.

READ the information in the box below.
Living things adapt to the world around them.
THINK about travelers who visit places so that they can see animals.
WRITE a travel article about a place where animals are adapted to a particular
environment. Describe the place and the unique animals.
Be sure to
• include a strong lead paragraph.

Additional Grammar and
Conventions practice online.

• have a clear organization.

WRITING WORKSHOP

Travel Article
Provide students the assessment prompt below. The prompt may be displayed for
students to respond to on a separate sheet of paper. Alternatively, the prompt may be
printed from PearsonRealize.com.

• choose relevant, concrete details.
• use correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar.

EssayScorer (Grades 3-5)
Immediate, tailored feedback as
students write helps them improve
writing skills.

Rubric Generator
Rubrics guide students as they
write and review peer writing. Have
students focus on key writing traits.

Capture real-time observations when
conferring with students. Built-in
assessments focus observations.
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Make Meaningful
Connections with the
Reading-Writing Bridge
The Reading-Writing Bridge offers teaching points to help students make
meaningful connections, bringing together and illustrating the union
between reading and writing. The pillars of the Reading-Writing Bridge are
Read Like a Writer and Write for a Reader.

INTEGRATE SKILL INSTRUCTION

Academic Vocabulary

READING
WORKSHOP

Build understanding of connected
words through meaning, word parts,
and context clues.

Spelling

WRITING
WORKSHOP

H

Practice to help students
decode and encode.

Handwriting
Communicate and present
writing clearly.

Language and Conventions
Understand how punctuation and
grammar convey meaning and
demonstrate meaning through writing.

Name

Handwri

Letters Ii
Where do yo
next? How d

MY TUR

I

MY TUR

________

Where do yo
next? How d

MY TUR

i

MY TUR

________

Grade 1 • Unit 1 • Wee
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- P. David Pearson, Ph.D.

Read Like
a Writer

Write for
a Reader

Instructional
support is
provided for
rereading every
text to analyze
writer’s craft
and structure.

As students
learn the craft of
reading, they learn
to consider the
audience who will
read their writing.

READING-WRITING BRIDGE

Authors always have a purpose in mind when they write.
When you can help students balance what the text says
with what the text means, you will lead them naturally to
deeper understanding and critical thinking.

Additional Practice, Printable Pages Online:
Handwriting, Vocabulary, Spelling, and Language and Conventions

iting

ou start uppercase letter I?
? What do you do
do you finish the letter?

Name

RN Trace the letters.

Language and Conventions

I______I______I______I

Prepositions and Prepositional Phrases
• Prepositions are words that show how a noun or pronoun is related to
another word in a sentence.
• Prepositional phrases are groups of words that begin with a preposition and
usually end with a noun or pronoun.

RN Write the uppercase letter I below.

My TURN Underline the preposition or prepositions in each sentence.

_________________________

1. A farmer with three sons had a problem.
2. Julie gave flowers to each of her friends.

ou start lowercase letter i?
? What do you do
do you finish the letter?

3. Samos is an island in the Aegean Sea near Greece.
4. One of his most famous stories about his adventures is very funny.
5. He buried a large rock in a field.

RN Trace the letters.

6. Julian was weeping loudly about his loss.
7. A passerby talked to him.

i_______i_______i______i

8. The chef suggested he put a potato into the soup.
9. With the money, he bought new running shoes.
10. He made the rubies into a ring.

RN Write the lowercase letter i below.

My TURN Complete each sentence with a prepositional phrase.

_________________________

ek 5

1.Herman walked

28

2. I went for a bike ride

ates. All rights reserved.

3. My cat chased the mouse
16/11/17 7:40 pm

4. Your jacket is hanging
5. It’s too cold to leave

Grade 4, Unit 3, Week 1

99
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Intervention That Accelerates Learning
A multitiered system of intervention helps you
support each student’s potential success and
achieve the outcomes you hope to see.

Good reading instruction
considers how reading
is taught. The ‘how’ of
reading instruction includes
features such as pacing,
monitoring student progress,
and grouping for reading
instruction.

TIER 3

®
SuccessMaker
TIER 3

SuccessMaker ®
Adaptive, Intensive
Intervention

- Sharon Vaughn, Ph.D.

TIER 2
TIER 2

myFocus Intervention Based
Targeted
Targeted
on
Student Individual Needs
Intervention

Our companion intervention resource connects to the
Based on Student
week’s instruction. Focus on skill development in your
Individual Needs
small group instruction, provide more time on task.

TIER 1

TIER 1

myView Literacy
High-Quality, Whole
Group
Instruction and
High-Quality, Whole Group
Instruction

and Small Group Differentiation
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SuccessMaker provides customized adaptive intervention
that aligns to the myView Literacy scope and sequence.
Real-time analysis helps you target instructional support.

INTERVENTION

Adaptive Intensive Intervention

Multilevel
texts reinforce
academic
vocabulary
and skill
development.

Lessons on discrete skills let you
“dip in and dip out” as needed.
• Flexible entry and exit points
• Focused practice with each
minilesson
• Integrated assessments

Engage students in
meaningful conversations
as they compare across
and within texts.

Integrated in Teacher’s Edition
Which students need more support?
Screening and whole group
differentiation strategies are
embedded within minilessons.
Quick Checks deliver If/then
guidance at key decision points.
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Comprehensive and Ongoing
System of Assessment
It is important for students to understand that they need to be able
to support their answer based on the text or experiential evidence.
- Pamela Mason, Ed.D.

Formative Assessments
Daily Formative Assessment
myView Literacy integrates daily routines and informal opportunities to measure student
understanding and monitor progress. Integrated formative assessments include:
• Quick Checks
• Observational
Assessments

• Assess and Differentiate
• Rubrics
• Assess Prior Knowledge

• Conferring Checklists
• Assess Understanding

Weekly Assessments
Progress Check-Ups
Grades K-5
• Frequent assessments
to measure progress
against the standards
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Cold Reads for Fluency
and Comprehension
Grades 1-5

Weekly Standards Practice
PowerPoint® Presentations
Grades 2-5

• Measure comprehension
and reading rate
• Passages for 3 different
levels of difficulty

Project these as exit tickets to immediately
assess students’ understanding.
Multiple-choice practice for:
• Academic Vocabulary
• Word Study
• Language and Conventions

Assessment Guide
Grades K-5

ASSESSMENT

Ongoing professional development
support to read and interpret data
to drive instruction.

Summative Assessments
Summative Assessments
Grades K-5
 BASELINE TEST
• Beginning of the year test to assess students’ skill competence
• Items aligned to key standards from the previous year and
the upcoming year
• Includes a fluency test

 UNIT TESTS
• Assesses the standards taught in each unit
• Every item is aligned to the standards
• Reading comprehension—new passages of literary and
informational text
• Writing—write in response to a prompt using the mode
of writing in the genre of the unit

 MID-YEAR TEST and END-OF-YEAR TEST
• Measures student progress in the grade-level standards
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Real-time Data Powered by
Digital Assessment Tools
myView Literacy makes assessment manageable and informative. Easy-to-use digital tools
help with everything from viewing the standards mastery data to grading and customizing.

Two Options for Digital Assessments

ONLINE ASSESSMENT

Customize, Deliver, and Score Tests Digitally

View Assessment Data to Plan Instruction

Print or Digital Formats Allow for Flexible Administration.
Online Assessment
•
•
•
•

Create and customize tests by standard
View mastery of the standards
View results by assignment
Prescriptive—every item is tied to a
myFocus Intervention lesson
• Use data and item analysis reports to check
student progress and create small groups
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ASSESSMENT

Observational
Assessment App
Capture real-time observations
when conferring with students.
Built-in assessments focus
observations.

EssayScorer (Grades 3-5)
Help for grading student writing.
Immediate, targeted feedback on the six
traits of writing guides students through
the revising and editing process.

Rubric Generator
Generate and customize rubrics
for assessing student work.
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Inquiry—Where Students Research,
Create, Speak, and Write
Each unit culminates with Project-Based Inquiry. The project embeds the unit theme and
standards in a creative, rigorous, and authentic way.
• Supports social-emotional development
• Serves as a unit performance assessment
• Develops speaking and listening skills

• Combines inquiry and research skills
• Requires collaboration and teamwork
• Builds 21st century skills, like
innovation and creativity

tion
Essential Ques
How do living things
grow and change?
The unit
starts
with the
Essential
Question.

WEEK

1
Each week, students
reflect and respond
to a connected
Weekly Question.

The Life of a Frog
How do animals grow
and change?

The Research Project solves a real-world problem.
30

Ac

Your lo
a new

opinio
it shou

ctivity

ocal zoo wants to add
w animal. Write a letter

on about which animal
uld be and why.

- Julie Coiro, Ph.D.

Leveled Research Articles
Three levels of each article
help every student in class
participate and use evidence for
understanding.

English
Language Arts

For alternative inquiry
projects with a science
focus, go online to
PearsonRealize.com.

• Write opinion pieces.
• Participate in shared
research and writing projects.

PROJECT-BASED INQUIRY

Inquiry projects help develop survival skills that children
need including the ability to solve problems with others and
communicate effectively through writing and speaking.

Science
• Use science knowledge
to understand the world.
• Ask questions to begin
investigations.

• Gather information from provided
sources to answer a question.

Integrate Your Instruction
myView Literacy helps you plan, assess, and guide projectbased inquiry. It identifies the standards and outcomes as well as
content-area connections.
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Develop a Love of Reading
Through Choice and Collaboration

Fun Books, Real Books,
Best-Loved Books!
Students form collaborative
groups to discuss the unit
trade books or self-selected
authentic texts.

Being a member of a book club demands commitment,
not only to the book being read, but also to engaging
in discussions and negotiating and reconsidering
potential interpretations with other group members.
- Frank Serafini, Ph.D.

Social Emotional Learning
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The planning is done for you! Step-by-step instructional
support helps guide the Book Club for the suggested text.

Encourage
student
ownership

BOOK CLUB

Book Club Plan

Suggested titles
provide choice
to increase
student
engagement.

Small Group Guide provides
implementation options and strategies.

The Spotlight
icon indicates
that the title
connects to the
Unit’s Spotlight
Genre.

Discussion Charts for group conversations
help reinforce speaking and listening skills.
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Engaging Digital Tools Connect Students
with Content Anytime, Anyplace

Unit Launch Videos
Spark interest, make connections, and build
knowledge to improve students’ comprehension.

Features of the
Online Edition
• Audio support
• Word-by-word audio
highlighting (K-2)
• Highlighting and note
taking capabilities
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TECHNOLOGY

Learning Games
Use during independent practice and center
activities for foundational skills and spelling.

ELL Access Videos
Provide background and help
English language learners
comprehend leveled readers.

Interactives
(Grades 3-5)
Make learning
active and fun.
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myView Literacy Resources
Print and Digital
Grade
K

Grade
1

Grade
2

Grade
3

Grade
4

Grade
5

Student Interactive (SI)

5 volumes

5 volumes

2 volumes

2 volumes

2 volumes

2 volumes

Teacher's Edition

5 volumes

5 volumes

5 volumes

5 volumes

5 volumes

5 volumes

Small Group Guide

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Leveled Readers

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Leveled Reader Teacher’s Guide

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Big Book Student Interactive
Collection

Y

–

–

–

–

–

Big Book Trade Books

Y

–

–

–

–

–

Trade Books

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Songs and Poems Big Book

Y

Y

–

–

–

–

Resources

Foundational Skills Kits

Grade Specific Kits- K-2
30 small
books

5 volumes

1 volume

–

–

–

Letter Tiles

Y

Y

Y

–

–

–

Sound-Spelling Cards

–

Y

Y

Y

–

–

Picture Word Cards

Y

Y

Y

–

–

–

High-Frequency Word Cards

Y

Y

Y

–

–

–

Alphabet Cards

Y

Y

Y

–

–

–

myFocus Intervention
Teacher’s Guide

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

myFocus Reader
Student Edition

*

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Summative Assessment
Teacher's Manual
and Student Reproducibles

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Progress Check-Ups
Teacher’s Manual
and Student Reproducibles

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Cold Reads for Fluency
and Comprehension
Teacher’s Manual
and Student Reproducibles

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Assessment Guide

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Decodable Readers

Intervention Package

Assessment Resoures
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* = Students use decodable readers

PRINT

DIGITAL

Online Resources/Digital Tools

Grade
K

Grade
1

Grade
2

Grade
3

Grade
4

Grade
5

Language Awareness Handbook

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dual Language Educators'
Implementation Guide

One Book for Grades K-5

EssayScorer

–

–

–

Y

Y

Y

Practice Games

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Professional Development Videos

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Leveled Research Articles

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Extension Activities

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Handwriting Practice

Y

Y

Y

–

–

–

Handwriting Models

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Language and Conventions

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Phonics/Word Study

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Spelling

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Unit Launch Video

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ELL Access Videos

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SI Interactives

–

–

–

Y

Y

Y

Think About It Interactives

–

–

–

Y

Y

Y

Digital Library App

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

High-Frequency Word Cards

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Kindergarten Letter Recognition Unit

Y

–

–

–

–

–

ABC Rhyme Time

Y

–

–

–

–

–

Writing Workshop Minilessons and
Minilessons Student Practice

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Writing Workshop Conference
Notes Template

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Writing Workshop Student
Feedback Template

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Writing Assessments and
Assessment Rubrics

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ExamView®

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Project-Based Inquiry Rubrics

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Realize Scout

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Weekly Standards Practice PowerPoints®

–

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

DIGITAL

RESOURCES

Digital Only

Foundational Skills Kit Online Resources

Writing Support Online Resources

Intervention Online Resource
myFocus Reader Teacher Support
Assessment Online Resources
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Get a Digital View Today!
REALIZE
READER

INTERACTIVITY

AUDIO

GAME

ANNOTATE

DOWNLOAD

VIDEO

NOTEBOOK

RESEARCH

ASSESSMENT

PearsonSchool.com/myViewLiteracy

PearsonSchool.com
800-848-9500
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